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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 

April 2022 
www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley –Retired and living a well-deserved 

life of luxury  
 

PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                  027-273-7461  
VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 
SECRETARY Wayne Cartwright      022-1534-679  
TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 
CLUB CAPTAIN       Sel Melville                   027-482-3459 
BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook    021-123-6040  
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
Mike Sutton   
Sel Melville 027-482-3459  
Bryce England   
Brendon Robinson 
Lyndon Perry               021-0251-8474                                                   
Wayne Cartwright 022-1534-679  
 
WEB SITE Grant Finlay   
 
CLUB NIGHT:   Wednesday 13 April, 2022 7.30 pm  
VENUE:  Beerescourt Bowling Club 
 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton  
 
Club Night Theme: Guest Speaker Peter MacGregor. All things Jets, 

Turbines & more. Don’t miss this one. 
 
Club Themed Flying Day:  Float Plane Day, Lake Puketirini in Huntly 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

Aprils here and Easter is only 

a week away!   

Hasn’t the year just flown by 

so far! With Daylight 

Savings ending last weekend 

and the evenings darker an 

hour earlier, the practicality 

of flying after work has now gone for me at 

least…roll on the 25th of September and it’s return!  

The month has been a busy one with a handful of events taking place 

within our wider area. A couple of members went down to the New 

Plymouth Memorial Flyin whilst HMAC hosted the Aerobatics Special 

Interest Group (SIG) over two days on our field. Both events were 

successful, however the Aerobatics did finally get blown out mid Sunday. 

Gordon reported there was a large attendance at New Plymouth event 

and they had good flying conditions all weekend. 

 

 
 

Alan with Gordon at the New PlymouthFly-in 
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Coming up this month, not only is it Easter but we have RC Vintage & 

RC Scale competitions within the local area. But most importantly, we 

are hosting the first of our Float plane sessions for the year. The float 

plane event is scheduled for Sunday 24th April at Lake Puketirini in 

Huntly. This is the only event we are holding in Huntly this year, the 

balance of the water events will be at Lake (D) Kainui at Horotiu.  Now 

would be a good time to pull down those aircraft and check the model 

engine still goes, the airframe has dried out from last time and the 

batteries are still in top condition! The float plane day is our monthly 

club flying event for April. 

March’s club night saw our long overdue buy, sell and swap evening 

finally go ahead. There was a lot of gear up for grabs and much of it 

came from Mike O’Grady, plus there were donated items from Ian 

Sweeney and of course Alan was finally able to part with some items 

following on from his downsizing efforts! The night was very successful 

from the point that there was very little gear that didn’t go home with a 

new owner.  All up a successful night which we intend to repeat later in 

the year, most likely October. 

Aprils club night will be the first time we can open the night up to the 

entire membership again with the dropping of the Covid passport 

requirement. We welcome back those that have not been able to attend 

over the last few months due to the restrictions and look forward to 

having you join us again. This month we have a guest speaker, Peter 

MacGregor from Cambridge. Peter is a long time modeller with interests 

in a number of modelling facets, but he is most notable for his efforts 

with Jets and more specifically turbine engines. Depending on what 

Peter can fit in the car, will depend on what he brings with him, but I’m 

told he has a Turbo-prop T28 and a turbine foam Yak130 to name just a 

couple of his models. Whatever Peter brings, I’m sure it will be an 

interesting talk.  As I will be away that evening, Gordon will be the man 

in charge for the night, please give him the respect he deserves (Hint, 

hint ☺ ) 

Recently we were approached by Drone construction company 

Aeronavics, enquiring if they could utilise our field for Drone Flight 

testing (predominantly of repaired customer craft). Aeronavics were 

based in Raglan, but have recently relocated to the South Island and are 

left with just one staff pilot remaining here in the Waikato. As their 
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anticipated use of our field is very low, likely to be on weekdays, and 

will be in accordance with our rules, committee have agreed to their use 

of our facilities.  

The Committee have stipulated their flight activities must not be at the 

detriment of club members, for which Aeronavics have agreed to. A fee 

for use has also been agreed upon. So if the Aeronavics pilot is there 

when you are, make him welcome and take the opportunity to look over 

the hi-tech drone equipment they have built and currently market to the 

wider community. 

A friendly drone over Hamilton. Make me welcome…or else. 
 

The electric fences… recently a committee member arrived first at the 

field on a Saturday morning to find a couple of the fences lying on the 

ground and the trackside gate (into the pits area) left open. Leaving the 

fence and gate like this is not acceptable under any circumstances! How 

this happened is a mystery. However, can I please ask you to ensure the 

last person left flying is confirmed as knowing that the fences must go 

up, and  especially if you haven’t ever met them before!! (they could be 
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a visitor and don’t know the procedures… but remembering they should 

not be there unsupervised anyway). 

As mentioned elsewhere by Sel in his captains Report, we now have a 

small water reservoir for the Toilet to overcome the lack of water when 

the farms water supply is turned off.  A huge thank you to the team that 

organised this and made it happen.  Luxury. 

Right’O, well that’s all I have for this month. Enjoy your Easter and 

ANZAC weekend breaks, get as much flying in as you can before the 

weather turns too cold, and above all else play safe. 

 

Grant 
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Message from the 
treasurer: 

Alan 

FINAL WARNING FOLKS 

 

First off I would like to thank the 

majority of club members who have paid 

their subs by the 31 March 2022. 

There are 16 members who have still not 

paid their subs. There has been numerous notices in the last two monthly 

magazines and also emails to every member that the annual subs are due 

by 31March 2022. 

. 

PLEASE  PLEASE send your payments to 03 0314 0215645-00 and 

include your name on the deposit. 

To continue to fly at any site you must belong to MFNZ as you are not 

covered by Insurance. 

Senior        $187.00 

Retired 70yr 

Plus             $167.00 

Control Line/ 

Free flight     $127.00 

MFNZ is included in these fees. 

 

Thankyou 

Alan Rowson 

Treasurer 

 

Anyone who hasn’t yet paid there subs would you please do so urgently 

or at least have the courtesy of contacting Alan directly and let him 

know what you’re up to. ….Ed 
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HMAC’s ….  “The Sportsman’s Cup” 

 

For the benefit of those that don’t often get to attend our monthly club 

night meetings, I’d like to take the opportunity to introduce you to the 

HMAC Sportsman Trophy. 

 

This trophy was presented to our Club in 2002 by our then Patron, Mr 

Ossie James. Ossie, as many would know, was the founder of the 

aviation company “James Aviation” and subsequently “Pacific 

Aerospace Corporation” (PAC).  PAC is infamous locally for the 

production of the Fletcher and Cresco top dressing aircraft, of which 

numerous examples are still in commercial operation today. 

 

Ossie was a great believer in making things happen and believed in 

supporting people and ventures. Thus the Sportsman Trophy was 

presented to the club to honour those members that go “above and 

beyond” in supporting the Club activities and its membership.  

 

Rather than present the Trophy annually, it was decided many years ago 

that we would recognise worthy members on a monthly basis when 

applicable and present the cup to them at the club night meeting. And 

that is what has been happening since 2002. What we haven’t been doing 

is making mention of the recipients in the club newsletter. So that’s 

where this month’s newsletter is going to start that recognition process 

happening. 

 

Anyone is welcome to nominate a club member as a recipient, just let us 

know prior to or at the club night. Alternatively, email the secretary or 

president at … 

President: hamiltonmaclub@gmail.com  

Secretary: rwcartwright4@gmail.com 

Note, the trophy doesn’t always get awarded every month, but we will 

make sure that when it does, you get to hear about it ☺ 

 

 

 

mailto:%20%3Cscript%20type='text/javascript'%3E%20%3C!--%20var%20prefix%20=%20'ma'%20+%20'il'%20+%20'to';%20var%20path%20=%20'hr'%20+%20'ef'%20+%20'=';%20var%20addy27450%20=%20'auntygrantie'%20+%20'@';%20addy27450%20=%20addy27450%20+%20'gmail'%20+%20'.'%20+%20'com';%20document.write('%3Ca%20'%20+%20path%20+%20'/''%20+%20prefix%20+%20':'%20+%20addy27450%20+%20'/'%3E');%20document.write(addy27450);%20document.write('%3C//a%3E');%20//--%3E/n%20%3C/script%3E%3Cscript%20type='text/javascript'%3E%20%3C!--%20document.write('%3Cspan%20style=/'display:%20none;/'%3E');%20//--%3E%20%3C/script%3EThis%20e-mail%20address%20is%20being%20protected%20from%20spambots.%20You%20need%20JavaScript%20enabled%20to%20view%20it.%20%3Cscript%20type='text/javascript'%3E%20%3C!--%20document.write('%3C/');%20document.write('span%3E');%20//--%3E%20%3C/script%3E
mailto:rwcartwright4@gmail.com
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Ossie James – HMAC Patron & “The Sportsman’s Cup” 
 

 
Ossie James presents the Trophy to our current Patron 

Graeme Bradley 
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Club Captains Report     
Sel                                                         
 

A big thanks to Ian Sweeney for the 

generous donation to the club for a number 

of items that were sold at our Buy and Sell 

club night. Thanks again Ian and we wish 

you all the best for your future in Waihi. 

Many of you will be aware that we now 

have the toilet water reservoir up and running so that (hopefully) we 

don't have any more water supply issues for the cistern.  

The success of this project wouldn't have been possible without the help 

of Brian Collins. Brian was the brains behind the design of the tank 

stand and also supplied most of the materials for the construction of it. 

Thanks for all of your help Brian and I am pleased to announce that you 

are the worthy recipient of the Sportsman's trophy for March. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations Brian. 

You thoroughly deserve 

the Sportsman Trophy. 

For going above and 

beyond, HMAC will now 

salute you every time we 

flush 
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Wayne overseeing construction 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Hurry up you lot, I’m 

busting 
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Coming Very Very Soon - Waikato Free 
Flight Champs 

 

The Waikato Free Flight Champs will be held at Proctor Road on 

Saturday 30 April 2022 starting at 8.00am. 

Proctor Road is the area that is used for FF when the Nationals are based 

at Waharoa.  

Google Maps:  “Proctor Road, Waikato”    

Entry will be marked with a yellow flag on the entry gate. 

Note that some gates have double latches and both must be re-latched. 

If you open a gate, close it yourself, do not leave it open for someone 

else to close. 

There is a mix of 120 max events for the weary, a 180 max Open for the 

heroic, and Aggregate for the insane. 

Should you not fit into any of these groups, you are welcome to fly Twin 

Pusher, Ornithopter, or FF Scale Pulse Jet, but there will not be 

chocolate fish prizes for these events. 

Covid protocols apply:  all attendees must be fully vaccinated and there 

will be an attendance register to be signed. 
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Aircraft I Dream About—  the Heath 
Baby Bullet 

Bruce Pickering 

How would you like to buy a full size aircraft kitset, for US$199? Well, 

if you lived 90 years ago you could—they were the first Heathkits. Much 

later the Heathkit name became synonymous with electronic kitsets, 

which were popular the world over. Starting in 1926 Heath sold a light 

aircraft, the Heath Parasol, in kit form, the first of the kit built 

aeroplanes. You could actually buy the Parasol complete and ready to 

fly for $975. If you couldn't afford that, or the cheaper kitset, you could 

purchase the drawings for only $5.  

 

Edward Heath was born in 1888 to a family that owned a machine shop 

where he acquired his engineering education by the trial and error 

method and this is where he built his first aeroplane. In 1913 he founded 

the E.B. Heath Aerial Vehicle Company in Chicago. In common with 

many entrepreneurs of the day, he started without capital but with a lot 

of enthusiasm. It was often referred to as Heath's 26 Airplane Trading 

Post. It was a parts and materials store—a place where pilots could buy 

things cheaply. He made and sold aircraft dope by the barrel. He made 

propellers and built wings to any size and shape. He sold wires, cables, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heath_Parasol
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turnbuckles, fuel tanks, wheels and engines. If someone needed a part 

that he did not have, he designed and built one. In the same year he 

started his company he built his second aeroplane, a biplane with a 10 

metre wing span, equipped with pontoons.   

 

 

Early last century flying was a costly hobby, which only the wealthy 

could afford. Edward Heath nursed the idea of low cost flying for the 

average person. Following the First World War he introduced the 

Feather, a single seat aircraft with a 6 metre wingspan, empty weight of 

123kg and powered by a 7hp Thor motorcycle engine that gave it a 

speed of 72kph. Virtually on the eve of his marketing campaign the US 

government released a huge quantity of surplus aircraft and engines, 

which he couldn’t compete with. Being an entrepreneur, he abandoned 

the promotion of the Feather and began dealing in surplus aircraft and 

engines. Later, he again built several types of aircraft, designed in 

collaboration with Claire Linstead, including the Tomboy, Hummingbird 

and Favorite.  

The Parasol was perhaps the most well known Heath aircraft. This was a 

single-seat, high-wing monoplane with a span of 8 metres. It was built 

around a 27hp Henderson motorcycle engine. Typical of their ability to 

improvise, they converted the lower wings of a Thomas-Morse Scout 

biplane, braced with steel tubing and cables. The following year they 

constructed another, cleaner, version of the Parasol. The wing span was 
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reduced to 7.3 metres and it was powered by a Cherub engine. He called 

it the Spokane Super Parasol and with it he dominated the light and 

sport plane events at the National Air Races. Heath was an ardent racer 

and concentrated on designing and building faster and faster aircraft.  

 

  

In 1928 with designer Claire Linstead, he constructed the pocket–sized 

racing aeroplane Baby Bullet. Designed especially for Heath, who was 

only 152cm (5 feet) tall, and weighed 49kg, the aircraft had a 5.6m 

(18'6") span, and was 4.5m (14'9") long. It was powered with a 32 hp 

Bristol Cherub engine and had a handcrafted propeller. Unfortunately, 

early that same year his factory burned to the ground, destroying the 

aircraft. Later in the year, in another factory, a second Baby Bullet was 

built. In trials it proved itself to be incredibly fast and it won every race 

it entered. Its 241kph top speed with only a 32 hp engine is unequalled to 

this day. Newer and bigger versions of this aircraft followed for next 

three years. In 1930 the Heath Cannonball, a larger version of the Baby 

Bullet, powered with a 110-hp, four cylinder Heath built engine, was a 

very successful racer.  

Edward Heath was tragically killed at 53 years of age when an 

experimental low wing design of the Parasol he was flying inexplicably 

crashed. So the life of a prolific and clever designer was cut short. But 

some of his designs lived on and he is remembered warmly by today's 

homebuilders, for it was he who developed a practical, simple, 
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economical aeroplane the average person could build and fly. He also 

pioneered the idea of a kitset for the supply of materials needed to build 

an aircraft. If you have a hankering for the glory days of early aviation, 

the Baby Bullet may be the model you want to build. Free plans can be 

downloaded from the Outerzone Plans site. 

https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=5653 

 

 
 

 

https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=5653
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Magic Carpets seen flying around 
Thames 
 

Malcolm Foster   
 

For those of you who know 

Malcolm you will well know of his 

canny ability in building and flying 

the most bizarre of float planes 

made of anything he can get his 

hands on. 

This is Malcolm’s latest:  

  

At present I am 

somewhat addicted 

to my latest Flying 

Carpet -  number 3 in 

the series -  on this 

one Manic 

Muhammed has an 

electric outrunner 

clutched to his chest, 

and with ailerons and 

elevator he is very 

aerobatic, as I “pile” 

on the revs, he 

“shags” around the 

sky like  “Mat” 

Damon….  When the 

throttle is off, the 

carpet becomes very 

unstable, waffling back and forth in a form of extended stall, and needs 

lots of forward stick.  But it’s great fun to fly, and trying to get a 

successful loop or roll is not straightforward, which is good for the old 

flying skills. 
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Electric Model Safety in the Pits 
Wayne Cartwright 
 

The props of ‘armed’ electric motors can cause nasty injuries.  For 

example, a member of the club recently sustained severe gashes to his 

leg when working on his armed model in the pits. Electric motors do not 

stop when they encounter flesh.  Instead, they draw more current and try 

to keep on slicing with greater torque. 

By ‘armed’, I mean that the ESC is connected, the prop is attached, and 

the motor battery is plugged into the ESC.  An armed motor with throttle 

closed is silent and the prop is not moving.  The model looks safe, but 

this is not true.  A nudge on the throttle stick will turn the prop into a 

rotating knife. 

 

An obvious approach to 

removing this danger is to avoid 

arming electric motors when 

the model is in the pits.  We can 

do this by leaving the motor 

battery disconnected when the 

model is in the pits, then 

connecting it when the model 

has been taken to the field 

between the pits and the flight 

line.  Arming in this way 

requires either the battery plug to be inside a hatch that is easily 

accessible, or an external battery plug.  One or the other is not difficult 

to arrange.  After each flight, the motor battery can be disconnected in 

the same place so that the model is safely disarmed when it is returned to 

the pits. 

However, there are instances when we have to connect the motor battery 

when the model is in the pits.  For example, when the BEC function of 

the ESC is used, connection of the motor battery is necessary to power-

up the radio when we want to adjust settings or to check servos.  Can we 

do this safely?   
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I think the answer is yes, but here are two pitfalls that should be 

mentioned first.  One of these is thinking that the model is safe if the 

throttle is closed.  This is actually an accident waiting to happen because 

the stick can be nudged open so easily.  Use of the Throttle Cut function 

on the transmitter is a bit safer but is also risky because the cut switch 

can be inadvertently moved to the off position.   The truly safe approach 

is to make sure that the prop cannot turn when the motor battery is 

connected.  One way of achieving this is to remove the prop before the 

battery is connected.  If we do this, we should still try to avoid spinning 

the motor inadvertently.  Another way to prevent the prop from turning 

is to disconnect at least one of the plugs connecting the ESC to the motor.  

This is practical only if the ESC plugs are accessible. The prop may 

move a little if the throttle stick is nudged, but it will not spin. 

There are probably other ways of tackling these electric safely issues, so 

it would be good to have other views and suggestions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This modeler who wishes to remain anonymous fell foul to a 

spinning propeller. I.C. or Electric the results are the same 
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For various reasons I have decided to sell most 

of my models.  

Because of their size, packaging and freight 

would be impractical. Pick up is best but I am 

prepared to come to an arrangement to deliver 

the aircraft with shared cost of fuel. 

 

 

Bruce Pickering 

Ph: 092832240  

Mob: 021 238 3572 

bpickering@slingshot.co.nz 

 

PITTS M-12s—GREAT PLANES    $875 ONO 

 

 
 

68.5in (1740mm) wingspan 

Brand new RCGF 56 installed but not run 

All servos, tank etc fitted 

mailto:bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
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Requires receiver and batteries 

Original foam wheels replaced with Sullivan’s 

Wheel pants (damaged) are included  

The ARF when produced came with very weak undercarriage mounting. 

As has happened to many other owners, a hard landing ripped the gear 

off and put holes in the covering in a couple of places. I fitted the 

mounting properly with adequate strength and the red film covering has 

been repaired, but the colours are not an exact match. The cowl also had 

minor damage and has been repaired, but affected areas have not been 

repainted. 

This model is a nice aeroplane to fly 

 

 

 

 

SUPER SKYBOLT—SCRATCHBUILT  $1019 ONO 

 

81 

81in (2050 mm) wingspan 

Brand new RCGF 56 fitted; engine has been run in the model but not 

flown 
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Fitted with new servos—one on each aileron 

New smoker pump and tank installed 

Requires batteries and receiver 

I had a Great Planes 57in Skybolt for some years and really liked it. 

When I sold it I decided to make a bigger one, with scaled up plans from 

the Great Planes model. 

 

 

CITABRIA—GREAT PLANES  $625 ONO 

 

 
 

85in (2160mm) wingspan 

RCG 30 engine 

All servos, tank etc installed 

Just needs receiver and batteries 

This model has been flown quite a bit but is in good condition 

A nice flyer 
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PATTERN PLANE  $495 ONO 

 

 

 
 

60in (1540mm) wingspan 

This is a light pattern plane, originally fitted with electric motor 

Petrol with glow ignition means no ignition module or battery required 

Now has OS GGT 10 glow gas engine, but not run 

Needs receiver and battery, prop and spinner 
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RCG 30 ENGINE—new in box $315 

 
 

 

DOUBLE RUDDER MOUNT-SERVO TRAY—New $20   

 
 

Made by AR (Advanced Radio) Products USA 

You could buy this from America for US$49,  

or you could buy it from me for NZ$20! 
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A Day in the Life of a 
quiet South Taranaki 
town 
Dave  
 

One week after settling into our new 

premises here in Waverley and whilst still unpacking boxes there comes 

an almighty rumble right over the roof top. WTF I thought to myself. 

A quick look out the window and an NZ Airforce Helicopter is coming 

in to land in the grounds of the nearby rugby field. Now when I say 

nearby I’m only talking 150 metres so it’s pretty close. Best go over and 

have a look. After all, you don’t often see a NZ Airforce Helicopter in 

your back yard every day. 

 

It appeared that the NZ Airforce in conjunction with the NZ Police fly 

off into the nearby Kohi area once a year and return carrying a cargo of 

“Tomato plants” for incineration and destruction. 

 

 
 

 

“Go easy with them 

Tomato Plants Stan” 
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Now this was not a small operation by any means. After all, if you have 

six police vehicles, two with enclosed trailers attached then it is pretty 

obvious you don’t want any of the locals to get their hands on the 

produce. 
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The helicopter made three trips that day so obviously there were a lot of 

very unhappy people in the Kohi area. 

 

While it is alleged that all the crops were taken away for destruction it 

was witnessed soon afterwards that a helicopter was seen attempting 

three rolls and loops outside Ohakea Airbase while a number of police 

vehicles were observed attempting donuts in the main street. Just saying. 

__________________________________________________________ 
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Model Flying Hawkes Bay 
75th Anniversary 

Grant 
 

 
 

Looks like the rain in the Hawkes Bay has put the Model fliers back into 

their workshops again for a few more weeks!! 

The worst of a having a flying field on a flood plain!... Bugger 

 

Photo’s care of Marty Hughes FB page Saturday. 

 

Latest from their website: 

Please take note that the Awatoto Field is CLOSED until further notice! 

It appears we have suffered a degree of silt drop from the water and it is 

imperative no-one walks or drives on the silt. 

Therefore, access to the grounds, including car park, is prohibited. 

 

Cancelled 
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Due to the recent flooding of our Awatoto field, we have also had to 

sadly Postpone the MFHB 75th anniversary celebration on the 3rd of 

April . We plan to celebrate this milestone in October when the weather 

gets a bit warmer. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Believe it or not, 

this is the toilet 
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On behalf of all of us here at Hamilton MAC we wish everyone at 

Model Flying Hawkes Bay all the best with the repair of  their field. 
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New Plymouth MAC Annual Memorial 
Fly-in 

19 and 20 March 2022 
 

Dave 
 

After a two year absence due to the pandemic the New Plymouth MAC 

finally got around to holding its Annual Memorial Fly-in. This is a two 

day affair with Saturday devoted to Float Planes at Lake Ratapiko and 

Sport flying on Sunday at the clubs Ferndene strip. Both Lake Ratapiko 

and the clubs flying field are located within close proximity of each 

other just outside Inglewood so travelling between the two sites is not a 

problem. 

 

This is the first time I have attended the New Plymouth clubs annual 

weekend and for the life of me I couldn’t work out why I hadn’t been 

before. I think this is to do with the fact that if you don’t have a large 

model or you think you can’t fly with the “big boys” then such an event 

is possibly not for you. If so I’d like you all to think again.  

 

You fly what you bring and just have a great time doing so. Foamies, 

electric, big or small it doesn’t matter. Along with myself, the others 

who made it down from Hamilton were Lyle, Alan and Gordon. The 

timing of this event also coincided with the Waikato Aerobatic Champs 

held by Frazer at the Hamilton field and unfortunately you can’t be in 

two places at once.  

 

Unlike the Waikato Aerobatic Champs which I’m told got a bit windy on 

Sunday afternoon New Plymouth had two glorious days’ worth of flying. 

A little bit chilly to start with on Sunday however.  

 

Flying at Lake Ratapiko is very similar I thought to flying at Lake D. It 

is very picturesque and apparently is home to the local water skiing club, 

hence a nice club house, kitchen facilities and toilets. Those that have 

been before will know what I’m on about.  
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A group shot of everyone at Lake Ratapiko on Saturday 

 

 

 
Lake Ratapiko – Stunning venue 
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Above: Lyle prepping his Aces 

Stik prior to take off. A very 

versatile aircraft indeed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below: Who rescues the rescue 

boat? Another rescue boat of 

course 
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Sunday’s flying at Ferndene was excellent. The New Plymouth field is 

first rate and the view of the mountain is to die for. Having said that it 

pays to keep your eyes on your plane and not the mountain while you’re 

flying. 

 

 
Hard to keep your eyes on your plane with this view 

 

 
Alan’s ex Lancaster Bomber, now owned and flown by New 

Plymouth’s Steve Blackman. Flew beautifully. Brought a 

tear to Alan’s eye 
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Both Gordon and Lyle walked away 

with awards on the Saturday and 

Sunday respectively. Both guys got in 

a good number of flights on both days 

which seemed to impress the locals 

considerably.  

 

 
 

A fantastic weekend and one I would wholly recommend to everyone in 

Hamilton to put on their calendar for next year.  

 

 

 

 

 

For more photos of this event and others please go to the New 

Plymouth MAC webpage. Click on “Flickr” on the front page and this 

will take you to the photo album by Andy Dobson. Find NPMAC 1-31 

Mar 2022 and you’re away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 _________________________________________________________ 
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Waikato Aerobatic Champs – Hamilton 
MAC 

 

 
Have a go at Clubman, and you get a Chocolate Fish !! 

 
Back at Hamilton for more action, weather on Saturday was great once a 

little early morning fog burnt off. Great conditions all day, and plenty of 

flying. 

 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IMG_3710.jpg
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 We missed a couple of regulars that were at home with the lurg, so 

down on numbers compared to the previous year. That just mean more 

flying for the rest of us !! 

Basic IMAC was a pretty close contest, with new kid on the block Corey 

Westhall giving Dean and Isaac some competition. 

 

 

 

 

Ricky and Rod 

flew Expert 

 

 

 

 

Sportsman IMAC, young Ricky Maitland (Grasshopper) having just 

moved up from Basic, starting to catch up to Lyndon Perry by the end of 

the weekend. Steve Sherbourne back from Covid ISO happy to be out 

flying again !! Unfortunately local Gavin Madsen couldn’t make it this 

time due to ISO. 

We had two guys flying Expert Pattern, young Ricky Maitland, and 

another newbie Rod Chave from the North Shore MAC. Rod’s latte 

wagon / remuera tractor got a little bit of mud on one of the wheels at the 

HMAC “Farm” site, so he was looking for a carwash on the way home. 

Ricky and Rod both swapping round wins for some close flying here. 

Checkout Rod’s model. FMS Olympus. Foam !! A really good way to 

get into flying pattern at a fraction of the price, and the thing flies great. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IMG_3698-scaled.jpg
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Clive with his 

Clubman model … 

and his reward !! 

 

 

Masters Pattern – Another close competition here. Aaron Maitland 

“Sparky” just moved up from Expert, and Dave Wilkins “50 F’s Gordy”. 

These two also swapping round wins. Less then 20 points between these 

guys after 4 rounds. 

F3A Pattern – Numbers in this class really took a dive with both John 

Knox, and the Galloways all out. James Danby “Granny” fresh out of 

ISO joined Bogan and Paul Tomlinson for this one. First two rounds 

flown in dead calm conditions. Last round a bit of a cross wind, after a 

rain squall came through. 

Clubman … we’ve made some changes to the sequence to try and get 

some more guys to come and have a go at this one. Spin, tricky double 

Stall Turn and scary Outside loop, all gone. Plus now also there are 

chocolate fish up for grabs just for having a go !!! All I can hear is wind 

blowing, as a tumble weed rolls down the runway …. people look the 

other way … loop and roll, what me ??? oh I couldn’t possibly attempt 

that with you guys watching. Where are all the HMAC guys that I’ve 

seen doing loops and rolls before ? Nowhere to be seen. Oh wait there 

are some on the park bench over there, a few hiding in cars. All except 

for one brave soul, Clive Marthis !!! Along with Corey, who also flew in 

the Basic class, these two guys flew two rounds of the new proposed 

Clubman. Coreys model had plenty of power and it handled the wind ok. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IMG_3702-scaled.jpg
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Clive provided some entertainment, and nearly had the caller in cardiac 

arrest when the two rolls attempted one mistake too low went all wrong. 

But he went home with a model in one piece, and a big smile as he 

munched on chocolate fish. We’ve got a few more adjustments to make 

to the clubman sequence. It seems that stringing 5 figures together didn’t 

work out quite how we had envisaged, so they are going to be tried again 

at the next event, but on centre only. 

Aunty !! 

Saturday Night, a 

number of us went to 

the local bar in 

Hamilton for a dinner, 

they ran out of drinks, 

and no tall stories were 

told. All this was 

followed by an early 

night. Believe what you 

like from that statement  

Sunday morning – No fog, but grey skies, dark and angry. And it got 

windy too. Intermediate IMAC was up first, with “Aunty” Grant Finlay, 

Aaron Maitland and Paul Tomlinson all fizzing at the bung to fly in the 

wind. Aunty was a bit late, as he’d gone to the local Market Day to 

acquire some artesian bread for the burger buns, and freshly ground 

coffee beans. It was pretty brutal for these guys in this wind, but it was 

straight down the strip, so they boxed on. Aaron got very close to 

beating Aunty this time, plenty of power needed to cut through the 

strong wind, and Aunty had chosen to fly his little Yak, that when it 

grows up, wants to be a big Yak. Paul Tomlinson also managing some 

good scores when he could keep it together for the entire sequence. 

Sportsman IMAC also flew, but it was far to windy for the chocolate fish 

Clubman. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IMG_3705-scaled.jpg
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At lunch time, the BBQ was positioned behind the tiny HMAC club 

shed to avoid the burgers from blowing off the BBQ. Pretty soon it was 

decided that after a couple of Classic flights, we were calling it a day. 

That’s everyone. Lucky we did that photo on Saturday when 

the sun was shining 

Of course, as we packed up and left the field the sun came out, but it was 

still pretty windy. 

So, another great weekend, and good to be back flying at the Hamilton 

field due to the ability to lodge a Notam. Thanks to the HMAC for the 

use of the site over the two days. 

See you at the next event, there are still plenty on the calendar dotted 

around the country. 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IMG_3699-scaled.jpg
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Clive Marthis flew Clubman 

 

 
Corey and Phong had lunch under control 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3685/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3687/
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Isaac 

 

 
Hamilton Cronies 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3688/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3689/
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Grasshopper 

 
Aunty 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3690/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3691/
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Sparky with his DA50 powered beast 

 
Steve Sherbourne 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3692/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3693/
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Rod Chave with foam pattern machine. 

 
Isaac sprang a leak 

 

 

For more pictures and all results please go to the MFNZ 

webpage 

SIGs >RC Aerobatics>Links 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3694/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/03/20/waikato-aerobatic-champs-hamilton-mac/img_3696/
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Control Line event round up 
North Shore 6th Feb 
Brendon Robinson 
 
Due to Covid we couldn’t hold this racing at the normal venue at Mercer 

as the field has been mainly un mown and stock have been grazed to 

keep the grass in check. We opted to use the North Shore MAC site at 

Green road to hold the racing this year.  The weather according to the 

forecast was not looking to flash, but as always don’t just rely on the 

weather forecast and go to the venue and see what the weather is actually 

like. I had chosen to stay in Albany on Saturday night as to avoid the 

drive early the next morning. We woke up to drizzly rain and it didn’t 

look to good but we headed to the site. It was drizzling at the site and 

then it clear away until a heavy shower of rain can thru at about 4pm.  

 

Thanks to the NSMAC for hosting this racing.
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Setting up for slow goodyear racing 

 

 
The line up of slow Goodyear’s 
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Don Robinson’s Classic A Team Racer powered by an 

original Oliver Mk3 ( Built in the 60’s ) 

 

 
Andrew Hanson’s Classic A powered by a Ridley Oiliver 

MK3 
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Brendan Robinson’s Classic A powered by a Parra T3 

 
Waikato Tarmac Champs New 
Plymouth Feb 18th 20th 2022 
 

Friday is normally a practise day and we fly NASS Sport Jet. Rain came 

thru about lunch time and then we proceeded to fly sport jet in the 

afternoon after the rain cleared. Saturday’s weather was much the same 

with rain coming thru about lunchtime and then clearing off. As we 

haven’t been able to do much racing lately due to covid all the problems 

with model showed up and forced some withdrawals from the contest. 

Sunday was fine all day but again Mr Murphy made himself known and 

caused issues with model again. All in all a great weekend and that’s to 

the NPMAC for the use of the site. 
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Slow Goodyear Line up 
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Open Goodyear                                           The fast jets 
 

 
The Sport jets 
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Whangarei 13th March 2022 
 

I travelled up and spent time with a cousin in Whangarei and we 

overflew the field at Portland on the Saturday in a full size aircraft as my 

cousin is an instructor at the local flying club. On the Sunday we had 

some slow goodyear racing.  We had some new pilots in this class, 

Andrew Hanson, Max Wimmer and Nathan Walker. As we are short on 

Pilots it great to see these new ones. They were paired with a more 

experienced pilot to guide them. They all did well in the centre. 

 

 
Andrew Robinson and Max Wimmer 
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Danny and Nathan Walker 
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Ten Pin Bowling – Aces Stick Style 
Grant 
 

Following a session watching You Tube videos, Lyndon stumbled upon 

a clip showing some modellers competing in a Ten Pin bowling event 

using an aircraft dragging a ball on a string through skittles….  and 

that’s where the crazy idea could have stopped. But no, you guessed it, 

the idea got mentioned at the field and within a week Gordon was out 

there with his Aces Stick, a water trough ballcock and a long piece of 

string.  Half a dozen cones as a target and the proof of concept was off 

and flying and what’s more… it was successful! 

 

 
 

Well the testing was successful, but not without a valuable lesson being 

learnt…Rule Number One… don’t take your eye off the plane to watch 

the ball!!  Definitely NOT a case of obeying the old saying “Keep your 

eye on the ball”  

None the less, it didn’t take much persuasion for both Lyndon and 

myself to take up the challenge, also flying our Aces Sticks.  To put your 
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mind at ease, all three aircraft have tow releases fitted, so jettisoning the 

ball is an option if things were to go awkwardly pear shaped!  

Surprisingly though, the flying characteristics of the aircraft barely 

changed, and this was easily demonstrated by Gordon and myself both 

doing loops and rolls with the ball dragging behind. 

Needless to say, our attempts at knocking the pins (13 plastic cones 

actually) down drew varied success, but all three of us did manage to 

succeed to a higher level than our expectations.   

There were definitely some useful techniques we learned along the way 

and our attempts did improve over a couple of flights. However I must 

report that Lyndon did forget “Rule number one” above resulting in his 

obvious downfall and end of flying (only minor damage resulted) 

 

 
 

So all in all, a really fun event and one we intend to repeat. Fit a tow 

release to a sports model (preferably a stable slow flying model) and join 

us next time round 
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I am selling my models and I was wondering if anyone would be 

interested in buying them.  

I have:  a 2m multiplex in flying order.  

             2 older Radians in flying order.  

            An FMS 1.4 m Pusher in Flying order  

            A Night Radian in the box.  

            A 1.2 m high wing 5 channel in the box.  

            An older type DX Spectrum Tx  

            Assorted Batts, Charger and some other bits and pieces.  

 

I am in Te Awamtu  

Regards  

Paul Parker 0274 817 828 
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So what happened during March ? 
 

Well, to kick things off we had a very successful Buy, Sell and Swap 

evening at Club night. If you weren’t there, you definitely missed out on 

a bargain or two. Here’s a little of what you missed if you were absent. 
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And then of course there was the 
action at the field 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Same plane, same pit crew, same 

problem, just moved to a different 

location to talk about it. 
 

 
Lyle spotted assembling his Hanger 9 Ultra Stik 
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Lyndon, Warren and Brian with one Shock Cub 

 

 

“Colin, where’s 

the other wing ?” 

“Don’t worry, It’ll 

fly fine without it”. 
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Gordon and Alan with Alan’s Sealane ready to go 

 

__________________________________________________________ 
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Parting Shot 
 
I was out at the strip on Sunday and captured some great shots of Aidan 

Cartwright flying his Trojan T-28.   

  

Despite the x wind, he was landing like a pro and going great guns with 

aerobatics – and enjoying it in the process! 

Cheers 
  
Brian 
www.holdenphotography.co.nz  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.holdenphotography.co.nz/
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Great flying Aiden. Expect a tap on the shoulder from 

Frazer shortly. 
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Coming Events 2022 

 

April 2022 
• Vintage RC Contest and Rally 

April 9, 2022 - April 10, 2022 @ Thames Blackfeet MAC, Ngatea 
• Club Night Meeting – Open to all, No vaccination pass required  

April 13, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• RC Pylon Racing Series 
April 16, 2022 - April 17, 2022 @ Galloway Farm, Norsewood (Southern 
Hawkes Bay) 

• RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield 
April 23, 2022 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa  
(Matamata)  

• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Puketirini, Huntly (Confirmed) 
April 24, 2022 9:00 am - @ Lake Puketirini (Weavers) Reserve, Rotowaro 
Road, Huntly 

 
May 2022 

• Club Night Meeting  
May 11, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

• Large Model Aircraft NZ AGM and Fly-in 
May 14, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, 
Waharoa (Matamata) 

• RC Pylon Racing Series end of season BBQ 
May 14, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, 
Pukekawa 

• Vintage RC Contest and Rally 
May 21, 2022 - May 22, 2022 @ Tuakau MAC 
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Please refer to the clubs website for any 
cancellations to programmed events 

 
 
 

Next Flight Lines May 2022 
May Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 4 May 2022 

       
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 
 

I’d like to thank everyone who contributed to this 

edition of the clubs newsletter which I believe is the largest to 

date. Thank you all……Ed 

 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/

